
Conductivity
ABSTRACT

Have you ever wondered what would conduct electricity the best? 
If different items {copper, iron, apple, water, sugar, salt, peach, 
and potato,} were being tested, then which one do you think 
would do the best? I think that if I were to see which item would 
conduct the electricity the best, that copper would win.

The purpose of this project was to see which item would 
conduct electricity the best.  First, go over the procedures to see 
what to do. Number one procedure, don’t touch the wires while 

on. Next procedure, test the objects the same way. Last 
procedure, take pictures every time you test an object.The 

materials for this project were copper, iron, apple, potato, salt, 
sugar, peach, and water. These are the materials for this project.

At first, I thought that copper would do the best, and that 
iron would do second best. When I did my experiment I was super 
surprised by my results.

QUESTION
When tested, will iron, copper, water, potatoes, apples, salt, 
sugar, or peaches conduct the most electricity?

CONCLUSION 

First I did copper, and I rated 
it a 6 out of 10. Next I tested an 
apple. It didn’t do anything, so I 
rated it a 0. After that was a 
potato.  Same conclusion as the 
apple. The next three test objects 
were different.  Peach, sugar, salt 
all were 1 out of 10 because the 
light kept on flickering. Finally, I 
did iron. The result of the irn 
was not as disappointing. I rated 
it a 3 out of 10.

Add more conductors to the 
list. 

Don’t use powder iron.

HYPOTHESIS                                        If I were 
to test iron, copper, water, a potato, an apple, salt, 
sugar, and a peach, then copper will conduct the 
most electricity.

PROCEDURES
Don't touch the wire while testing
Test the objects the same way
Take pictures every time

1. Copper 
Wire

2. Sugar
3. Apple
4. Potato
5. Peach
6. Salt
7. AA 

Battery
8. Camera 
9. Binder

10. Lightbulb
11. Wooden 

Board
12. Pencil
13. Big staples

RESEARCH SUMMARY
Copper and gold are used 
more often in electronic 

applications because 
copper is less expensive 

and gold has much higher 
corrosion resistance.


